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Dear Mr Lamassoure, 

 

Deloitte reply to written questions issued by TAXE Committee on Tax Rulings and Other Measures Similar in 

Nature or Effect following the TAXE Committee meeting of Tuesday 5 May 2015 

 

We are pleased to respond to the questions you sent us following the 5 May 2015 TAXE Committee meeting hearing.  

The attached replies are submitted on behalf of the European Union member firms of Deloitte1. 

 

As mentioned during the hearing, we support the G20/OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting project. We believe 

that it is necessary for policy makers to update some of the rules concerning international corporate taxation. 

Additionally, with regard to possible recommendations which could be addressed to the EU in order to ensure a fair, 

just and transparent tax system, we also support the recommendations of the OECD Forum on Harmful Tax 

Practices.  

 

If you have any questions on any points in this response, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

W J I Dodwell    Piet Vandendriessche 

Tax Policy Group   EMEA Tax & Legal Regional Director    

Partner     Partner  

Deloitte LLP    Deloitte Belgium cvba 

Athene Place    Berkenlaan 8b 

66 Shoe Lane    1831 Diegem 

London EC4 3BQ   Belgium 

                                                           
1 Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited, a UK private company limited by guarantee, and its network of 
member firms, each of which is a legally separate and independent entity. Please see www.deloitte.com/about for a description of 
the legal structure of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited and its member firms. 
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The Chair – Alain Lamassoure 

 

1. Have you found that the tax authorities of certain countries have room for negotiation 

on the amount of tax owed by your customer, while in other countries the 

administration strictly enforces the legislation? Has it happened to you that you get in 

contact with tax administrations on several countries to help your client to optimize its 

tax, thus taking advantage of the different possibilities in different countries regarding 

exemptions or deductions? 

 

We are not aware of any country where the tax administration offers a beneficial tax 

treatment which is not permitted by its tax legislation.   

 

Companies do seek advice on incentives and other tax treatments in a range of countries 

when they are considering a location for a group activity. For example, companies may 

ask for advice on the different R&D tax incentives available in Europe – or indeed 

globally. Typically, when a company seeks advice from Deloitte it would contact one 

Deloitte Member Firm which would obtain the necessary advice from Deloitte Member 

Firms in the selected countries. Once the company has decided on the location for the 

project it is possible that Deloitte could assist a client in applying for a tax ruling to 

confirm the acceptability of the proposed tax treatment. This will depend on the degree 

of uncertainty in the tax position and whether the country concerned is prepared to give 

advance rulings.   

 

 

2. How do you optimize the tax treatment of your own group? Is full fiscal transparency, 

including a CBCR, actually part or could it be part of the code of conduct of your 

group or profession? 

 

As a first point, we would like to provide more information about the structure of the 

Deloitte organisation.  

 

The “Deloitte Network” is comprised of firms that are members of Deloitte Touche 

Tohmatsu Limited, an English company limited by guarantee (“DTTL”). DTTL does 

not provide professional services to clients, or direct, manage, control or own any 

interest in any member firm or any member firm’s affiliated entities. Member firms in 

the Deloitte Network provide services to clients, either directly or through their 

affiliates (member firms and their affiliates are collectively referred to herein as 

“Member Firms”). Member Firms operate under the Deloitte brand and related names, 

including “Deloitte,” “Deloitte & Touche,” “Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu,” and 

“Tohmatsu.” DTTL has adopted certain policies and protocols in the following areas in 

an effort to establish a consistently high level of quality, professional conduct and 

service in all Member Firms: client service, professional standards, shared values, 

methodologies, and systems of quality control and risk management. 
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Member Firms provide professional services in particular geographic areas and are 

subject to the laws, regulations and professional requirements of the jurisdictions in 

which they operate. Each Member Firm is structured differently in accordance with, 

among others, national laws, regulations and customary practices.  

 

Member Firms are not subsidiaries or branch offices of DTTL and do not act as agents 

for DTTL or other Member Firms. Rather, they are locally-formed entities with their 

own ownership structure independent of DTTL that have voluntarily become members 

of the Deloitte Network with a primary purpose to coordinate their approach to client 

service, professional standards, shared values, methodologies, and systems of quality 

control and risk management. 

 

Each Member Firm is subject to taxation according to the relevant local rules. Member 

Firms, some of which may operate in multiple jurisdictions, approach issues relating to 

taxation independently and their tax strategy is not directed by the network.  Given the 

lack of parent/subsidiary relationship or mutual shareholding among Member Firms or 

between the Member Firms and the fact that tax strategy is determined independently 

by individual Member Firms, CBCR would not be relevant.  

 

Member Firms are often structured as partnerships which means that partners are taxed 

on an individual basis on the income received and this tax is not a cost of the partnership 

and would not be included in the financial statements of a Member Firm.  We would 

not support publishing detail of individual partners’ taxation as this would breach an 

individual’s right of confidentiality under the law in many Member States.   

 

DTTL publishes global information about the Member Firms which can be found at 

www.deloitte.com. The Member Firms in the EU publish different levels of detail of 

their national results, according to national legal requirements and custom but typically 

they publish audited annual accounts, for example, the UK Member Firm Deloitte LLP, 

publishes annual audited accounts and additional information which can be found at 

http://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/pages/about-deloitte-uk/articles/annual-reports.html  

and at UK Companies House.  

 

 

3. If the EU were to establish a CCTB, how could we ensure that the same tax basis is 

interpreted (so to rulings) identically in all the Member States concerned? 

 

This would be very difficult, not least because Member States have different rules on 

the accounting treatment they permit for tax returns.  The matter has been discussed in 

the CCTB working groups and it has been proposed that a committee of experts should 

produce standards so as to attempt to reach a common base. 

 

We would note that the EU has not achieved a completely common tax base in VAT, 

despite the tax being an EU tax set out in the VAT Directive.  
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4. Can the digital economy be treated for tax purposes in the same way as other 

activities? The OECD thinks so, but in parliamentary hearings leaders of large digital 

groups have said that, given the nature of their business, they had no real tax 

residence. Given your experience, what is your analysis of this assertion? 

 

As discussed at the 5 May Committee hearing, we support the report from the 

G20/OECD Digital Taskforce that concluded that a special tax regime for digital 

activities should not be proposed at present.  Instead, the impact of digitalisation will 

lead to changes in the proposals for taxable presence (permanent establishment) and in 

transfer pricing in relation to intangible assets.  Most businesses today incorporate 

digital activities in their business model.  For example, the online retail website is in 

concept not very different from the paper shopping catalogues that were much more 

common in the last century.  Changes to the permanent establishment rule to provide 

that sellers of goods which hold stocks of those goods in warehouses will have a taxable 

presence by virtue of that stock will restore a level playing field between international 

and domestic retailers. 

 

However, there are new types of digital services which are wholly supplied over the 

internet e.g. music streaming services.  A business providing such services may need 

fewer physical presences globally to reach its customers.  In part, changes to VAT (such 

as the EU’s new place of supply rules which took effect from 1 January 2015) will levy 

tax on these transactions.  However, we would not be surprised to find that within a 

decade there could be a move to find a new approach to profits tax for some types of 

these activities.  Any such change will need new approaches to tax compliance and tax 

audits that are not technically possible today.   

 

 

5. Which lessons do you draw from your experience on how federal states settle their 

internal tax competition issues (USA, Canada, Switzerland ...)? 

 

In the USA, the states, counties and cities freely compete with each other to attract jobs, 

investment and capital by providing various incentives including income tax incentives. 

These incentives include, but are not limited to: 

• Grants, credits and incentives available in such areas as the digital economy, 

energy efficiency, pure and applied research,  environment, globalization, 

innovation, sustainability, and training and  

• A broad range of benefit profiles such as  

• Super deductions 

• Tax credits (often refundable) 

• Competitive grants (some assessable, some not, some repayable, some 

not) 

• Tax holidays or tax reductions 

• Payroll tax exemptions 

• Contributions to infrastructure 

• Training subsidies 

• Property tax abatements 
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There is no concept of harmful tax practices and some states apply zero income taxes, 

zero property taxes or zero sales taxes.  

 

Note that certain states in the US follow a unitary filing concept where the 

apportionment of the income across states with nexus are combined. There is however 

no consistent tax base, nor consistent set of apportionment factors that apply to all states 

using a unitary filing concept. 

 

Similarly, in Canada there is competition at the provincial levels of government to 

attract jobs and investments through the use of various incentive regimes.   Rates of 

direct and indirect taxes vary by province, further contributing to inter-provincial 

competition. 

 

 

6. You work in all Member States. What is your assessment of the capacity of tax 

administrations of our European States? Have you participated in one way or another, 

in the FISCALIS program or other community programs to improving the training 

and information of tax administrations in the Union? 

 

This is a challenging area in which to provide helpful comments.  The tax authorities 

of some Member States e.g. Germany, France, The Netherlands and the UK are widely 

recognised for their significant capabilities, expertise and ability to take a lead in 

international taxation. Through bodies such as the Forum on Tax Administration and 

other cross-border initiatives, such as JITSIC, leading tax authorities exchange 

information on best practices. More detail can be found in this UK publication 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/issue-briefing-taxing-multinationals-

tackling-aggressive-tax-planning/issue-briefing-taxing-multinationals-tackling-

aggressive-tax-planning. Other, smaller, tax authorities understandably have less 

resources and may particularly benefit from working alongside tax authorities with 

more resources to build capability. 

 

Tax authorities do sometimes recruit from the private sector.  In the UK, for example, 

the UK tax authority has recruited several hundred tax officers from the private sector, 

including quite a few from Deloitte.  This can be a good way to build expertise in, for 

example, commercial activities and accounting. 

 

Deloitte Member Firms do occasionally assist with training national tax authorities in 

various countries and they also work with professional bodies which are also involved 

in training.  All major tax authorities themselves have significant capability at managing 

their own internal training.    
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Elisa Ferreira – co-rapporteur 

 

7. Can you explain in detail the role of offshores - including in special territories like the 

UK Crown Dependencies of Jersey, Guernsey and the Isle of Man, and Gibraltar - in 

European tax optimization? Concretely, which are the offshore jurisdictions that are 

useful for the tax optimization practices of European based companies?  

 

Financial centres such as the UK’s Crown Dependencies and Gibraltar offer a range of 

services – although few attract multinationals.  Guernsey and the Isle of Man both have 

significant insurance business and many captive insurance companies (companies 

which insure risk for a multinational and access the reinsurance market) are based there.  

Jersey and Guernsey are well-known for fund management.  The offshore gaming 

sector is mainly based in Gibraltar but the other islands also have businesses in this 

sector.   

 

None of the islands have access to double tax treaties – unlike financial centres such as 

Switzerland.   

 

 

8. How do you guarantee internally, in your organisations, that there are no conflicts of 

interest when on the same tax matters, you give advice to companies that want to 

minimize the tax bill, and to Members States that want to guarantee a certain tax 

income, to the European Commission or to the European Central Bank? 

 

As a general comment, prior to accepting new work with existing or new clients, 

Deloitte EU Member Firms go through processes which include considering whether 

there is a conflict of interest in carrying out this work and, if so, if specific measures 

are to be taken to remove or manage a conflict, such as ensuring that different teams 

carry out the work and that there is no sharing of information between those teams and 

consulting the client, or if the work may not be accepted. Note that in several EU 

countries, client confidentiality requirements are specifically sanctioned by law. 

 

Tax work carried out for the European Institutions typically consists in carrying out 

studies and impact assessments within a specific scope and under terms and conditions 

set out by the Member State or European Institution in tender documents; as an 

example, Deloitte is currently carrying out studies for the European Commission DG 

TAXUD analysing the VAT aspects of cross-border e-commerce on VAT and the 

feasibility of improving the identification of taxpayers through tax identification 

numbers and the Deloitte teams working on these studies include consultants and 

economists as well as tax advisors.  These would not typically be matters upon which 

we would advise companies. We are not aware of any tax services that Deloitte would 

be providing to the European Central Bank. 

  

Similarly, tax work for Member States generally consists in studies on technical issues 

rather than advice on tax matters on which companies would also be advised. In fact, 

very few Member State tax authorities seek technical advice from Deloitte.  Deloitte 

Member Firms do not provide any tax advisory services to governments in France, 
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Germany or the UK1. A partner from Deloitte Luxembourg acting in an individual 

capacity has provided advice to the Luxembourg tax authority in relation to FATCA 

and the Common Reporting Standard, as duly disclosed in the government’s related 

report.  

 

 

9. How much of your business represents the advice you give to private firms, on the one 

hand, and to European institutions – the European Commission, the European Central 

Bank and EU Governments, on the other? 

 

Work for any of the European Institutions is an extremely small part of our tax business 

in Europe – and most Deloitte EU Member Firms do not provide any tax services to 

European institutions. 

 

 

10. Under which precise conditions do you consider that tax rulings that confer special 

advantages to specific firms should not be considered as state aid by the European 

Commission? 

 

As the Commission has pointed out, tax rulings are a beneficial part of the tax system 

in many Member States. They enable taxpayers and tax authorities to obtain certainty 

about the tax treatment under the law.   

 

We do not believe that it would be appropriate for us to comment on the precise 

conditions under which tax rulings can be considered by the Commission to be state 

aid, in light of the Commission’s current investigations.  

 

 

11. What kind of adjustments have your institutions made in the follow up of the recent 

revelations – better known as LuxLeaks, SwissLeaks, OffshoreLeaks, etc.? 

 

No specific adjustments were made. We would note that the so-called LuxLeaks 

concern legal rulings obtained by a range of companies and funds. As from 1 January 

2015, the Luxembourg government has formalised its advance tax clearance practice 

both for individuals and corporate entities. A Ruling Commission has been established 

and the ruling will be published in a summary anonymised form. We support these 

changes. 

 

We understand that, unlike the LuxLeaks, the SwissLeaks and OffshoreLeaks would 

concern possible tax evasion. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Note that Deloitte UK has provided tax advice to regional Parliaments in the UK on how taxes might be devolved 

from the UK government to them. Fees for this advice amounted to less than GBP 100,000.  
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12. As you have not answered the question I've addressed you during the hearing on the 

5th of May, I take it that you confirm the figures and practices that were described in 

the revelations better known as LuxLeaks I and LuxLeaks II? If you diverge with their 

conclusions, can you explain? 

 

We have not reviewed the LuxLeaks material in any detail and cannot comment on any 

specific points.  

  

Luxembourg is a well-established financial centre for regulated investment funds and 

is the second largest market place in the world in terms of assets under management, 

with over EUR 3 trillion of assets under management and the first in terms of cross-

border distribution. Luxembourg is also a finance centre for multinationals.  In our 

experience, the approach taken by the Luxembourg tax authorities to the tax treatment 

of these activities follows Luxembourg tax legislation and standards that are 

consistently applied. We support the new approach taken by the Luxembourg 

government, as mentioned in the reply to question 11 above.  We also support the 

proposal by the G20/OECD for exchange of rulings with other tax authorities which, 

within the EU, will be part of an amended directive.  More broadly, we also support the 

G20/OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting project which will include 

recommendations for governments to change some of the international corporate tax 

rules. 

 

 

13. What kind of recommendations would you address the European Union and the Euro 

Zone in order to ensure a fair, just and transparent tax system that would prevent 

Members States from dodging tax revenues from neighbours through the creation of 

artificial tax administrative advantages? 

 

We think that the best approach will be to follow the recommendations of the OECD 

Forum on Harmful Tax Practices. We support the principle of competition between 

countries within and outside the EU, provided incentives are based on transparency and 

the principle of supporting employment in a particular territory.   

 

 

Peter Simon 

 

14. Please describe past incidents - in as much detail as possible - when your company 

advised public entities such as national or regional governments, tax authorities or even 

the European Commission on the improvement of taxation systems regarding corporate 

taxation whilst - simultaneously or at a later point in time - advising companies on these 

or related issues, possibly advising them on how to structure their companies in order 

to achieve lower levels of taxation. At these occasions, did you use the knowledge you 

obtained while working for public entities, also to the advantage of your private-sector 

clients? 

 

Please see our answer to question 8 above. 
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15. Please provide us with the rules/procedures or code(s) of conduct, that your company 

adheres to and that are designed to  

a) keep you from advising clients on aggressive tax planning  

b) avoid conflicts of interest including of the nature mentioned in the previous 

question 

If such rules do not exist in writing or cannot be shared, please provide us with a detailed 

description. If such rules do not exist at all, please explain the reason for their absence 

and whether their introduction was ever considered. 

 

Deloitte Member Firms have adopted ethical principles which include taking our role 

in society seriously and not causing intentional harm. These ethical principles govern 

the manner in which we provide tax services.  Many EU Member Firms have adopted 

codes of conduct at firm level and are also bound by and comply with the codes of 

conduct of the various professional bodies of which our professionals are members.  

DTTL is however currently working on developing a global code of conduct. 

 

There is no clear definition of “aggressive tax planning” and it is difficult to measure 

this against ethical principles and codes of conduct which are necessarily high level and 

broad but we generally believe that appropriate tax planning is based on adequate 

commercial or economic substance, is aligned with business activities and is 

sufficiently motivated other than by tax considerations.   In most Member Firms we 

have established National technical offices which monitor the type of advice we give 

and ensure that we do not advise outside these standards.  In some countries, the 

possible application of a general anti-avoidance rule (GAAR) is relevant and we have 

review panels to consider whether the GAAR could possibly apply in specific cases.  

 

 

16. As you know, the recently revised 'audit regulation' (Nr. 537/2014) foresees that 

auditors are limited in offering certain services to certain clients in order to avoid 

conflicts of interest. For example, in accordance with Article 5 of this Regulation 

auditing companies cannot simultaneously audit a company of public interest and offer 

tax advice. Where do you see advantages and disadvantages, if the legislators of the 

European Union would enact legislative proposals, which address the avoidance of 

conflicts of interests arising from advice provided to companies and public authorities 

on tax matters? 

 

The specific provisions included in the Audit Regulation that prohibit a company’s 

auditor from providing the company with certain non-audit services are aimed at 

ensuring that the auditor’s independence is not comprised as it would be if, for example, 

a firm audited financial statements that reflect its own work (risk of self-review) or 

acted as an advocate for an entity it audits. The auditor may be allowed by Member 

State law to provide tax advice to entities it audits providing that the advice has no 

direct effect on the financial statements, or if there is a direct effect it is immaterial and 

providing of course that the general principles of auditor independence are respected.  

 

Regarding tax advisors, the question is whether a tax advisor may advise tax authorities 

on changes to the corporate tax system and then advise companies on these same 

changes.  The concerns appears to be that when advising a tax authority, a tax advisor 
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would not be acting in the sole or best interests of that tax authority and/or would abuse 

inside knowledge acquired through working for the tax authority. We believe that these 

concerns are addressed by our ethical principles that require us to act with honesty and 

integrity and to be objective in forming our professional opinions and the advice we 

provide. In several EU countries, client confidentiality requirements are specifically 

sanctioned by law. Legislation prohibiting tax advisors who have advised tax 

authorities from advising tax payers on the same area would in our view be 

disproportionate and difficult to calibrate and would risk limiting tax authorities’ choice 

of tax advisor. Tax authorities or governments consult advisedly when considering 

changes to the corporate tax system and would not rely on any one source of advice or 

views so the extent of the potential issue may be limited in practice. If tax authorities 

have concerns, these can be dealt with in specific terms and conditions of engagements 

concluded between the tax authority and the tax advisor. As mentioned in the answer 

to question 8 above, to our knowledge, most tax authorities do not seek advice from 

Deloitte or similar firms.  

 

 

Ana Gomes 

 

17. Could you put in a percentage point an estimative of the income your firm makes from 

selling tax consulting products? 

 

Deloitte Member Firms do not segregate or summarise their fee income at this level.  

As a general comment, we would expect that approximately half of the fee income of 

Deloitte EU Member Firms for tax services comes from advisory work for individuals 

and companies.   

 

 

18. Would you say that paying of democratically agreed taxes is included in your notion of 

corporate social responsibility, and what concrete measures have your firms taken to 

ensure that your compliance and corporate ethics departments have a say concerning 

the tax consulting services which you sell and in your own tax compliance policy? Do 

they reach the higher level, how does it work? 

 

Corporations and indeed all taxpayers have an obligation to comply with their 

worldwide tax obligations, as set out in the laws of each jurisdiction. This is a legal and 

social responsibility. Within our network we operate under codes of conduct that 

require ethical behavior. We are also bound by and comply with the codes of conduct 

of the various professional bodies that our professionals are members of around the 

world. DTTL has policies and quality standards that must be complied with and there 

are regular reviews at the global and local levels to assess compliance against those 

standards. The results of these reviews are shared with and reviewed by senior 

management. Compliance with codes of conduct, ethical behavior and delivery of high 

quality services are fundamental expectations within our network. Some Member Firms 

have additionally established National technical offices whose job is to review the tax 

work we do and decide whether or not particular advice fits with our approach.   
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19. What measures have you taken since past scandals to ensure transparency of your own 

corporate organisation, your lobbying activities, and the transparency of the products 

which you sell?  

 

DTTL follows the leading practice of aligning its annual reporting to internationally 

recognized reporting frameworks for transparency and corporate responsibility, such as 

the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) and the United Nations Global Compact (UNGC). 

DTTL has produced a “Global Report,” an annual report following the GRI framework, 

on behalf of the global network since 2009. DTTL was a founding signatory to UNGC 

in 2000 and the Global Report includes the annual Communication on Progress (CoP). 

 

Deloitte EU Member Firms, or their affiliates, which carry out statutory audits of public 

interest entities annually publish transparency reports on their websites, as required 

under the Statutory Audit Directive.  

 

Several Deloitte EU Member Firms are registered in the European Institutions’ 

Transparency Register. 

 

 

20. What is your policy concerning political financing? Do you disclose your political 

donations and the goals of your lobbying activities? 

 

The Deloitte network does not have a global policy on political financing. Deloitte 

Member Firms are separate and independent from one another, as mentioned in the 

reply to question 2 above, and individual Deloitte Member Firms may have their own 

policies to comply with political financing regulations in their particular 

countries/territories.   

 

For example, Deloitte UK has made contributions to political parties or associations in 

the form of advisory services, which are declared in its annual report. 

 

 

Alfred Sant 

 

21. Keeping in mind the significance of tax policy for different Member States and the fact 

that they are facing very different economic realities, tax policy is one such tool to 

partly compensate for the natural and permanent disadvantages of certain countries. In 

this regard, what exactly would you define as "harmful tax competition", given that the 

current Eurozone is far from being an optimal currency area and in fact economic 

divergences within it are increasing, not decreasing? 

 

We agree that tax policy is a tool used by Member States to compete with other 

countries to attract economic activity and employment. As mentioned in our reply to 

question 7 above, we support the principle of competition between countries within and 

outside the EU, provided incentives are based on transparency and the principle of 

supporting employment in a particular territory and we think that the best approach will 

be to follow the recommendations of the OECD Forum on Harmful Tax Practices.   
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Pervenche Berès 

  

22. Why do you need to locate your compensation activities in tax havens? What kind of 

measures should we take to avoid such a situation? 

 

 

Please see our answers to questions 24 and 25 below. 

 

 

23. Are you ready and how to ensure a swift and proper implementation of BEPS? 

 

Deloitte supports the G20/OECD BEPS project.  We have contributed to all the 

consultations (apart from Action 11, where we have no expertise).  We have provided 

information about BEPS to companies and others through our bulletins which are 

publically available and free.  Access is through our website www.deloitte.com/beps 

and our website www.taxathand.com (and the tax@hand apps) as well as on country 

websites such as www.taxpublications.deloitte.co.uk. We provide regular webcasts 

through our global Dbriefs programme and have run many seminars for our clients.   

The timetable for the BEPS project is very challenging for governments, tax authorities 

and business.  We are investing resources in developing and sharing knowledge of the 

project, both internally and externally. 

 

 

Molly Scott Cato  

 

24. As I am sure you are aware, precisely defining what we mean by a tax haven, and indeed 

developing a map of the precise roles and interconnections of the jurisdictions both 

within and outside the EU that derive a large proportion of their income from tax-related 

activities is part of the work of our special committee. However, we are already aware 

of some of the key players in this network and I would like to question you with respect 

to your activities there. I believe there are at least 60 jurisdictions involved in the 

network but I would like to focus on just three: the Hong Kong, Jersey and the Cayman 

Islands. For each of these jurisdictions I would like to ask each of you: 

 Which are the key shore offshore jurisdictions which have extensive shared 

activities with the UK/Netherlands? 

 

The UK Member Firm owns the Deloitte offices in Jersey, Guernsey and the Isle of 

Man.  The UK Member Firm provides various support services to these offices such as 

accounting and IT management. It also supervises quality control.   

 

The Netherlands Member Firm does not own any offices outside of The Netherlands. 

 

 What is your physical presence there in terms of offices and other infrastructure 

and how many people work from it? 
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Our replies below relate to the respective Deloitte Member Firm tax practice in each 

jurisdiction. 

 

Cayman Islands 

 

The Deloitte Member Firm in the Cayman Islands has approximately 160 people in 

total, of whom 13 are tax professionals. 

 

Hong Kong 

 

The Deloitte Hong Kong office is part of the Deloitte China Member Firm, which has 

nearly 10,000 people in 17 offices across the Chinese Mainland, Hong Kong SAR and 

Macau SAR.  

 

The Deloitte Hong Kong office has approximately 258 tax professionals. 

 

Jersey 

 

The Deloitte Jersey office is part of the Deloitte UK Member Firm, which has 

approximately 13,000 partners and staff in the UK in total.2  

 

The Deloitte Jersey office has around 90 people, of whom approximately 10 are tax 

professionals. 

 

 Could you give me details of the services you provide in each of these 

jurisdictions and let me know your annual turnover? 

 

As an initial point, each of those jurisdictions requires that statutory audits of certain 

entities be performed by locally licensed and regulated entities.  

 

Cayman Islands 

 

The Deloitte Member Firm in the Cayman Islands offers audit, tax, consulting, financial 

advisory and enterprise risk services.               

 

Hong Kong 

 

The Deloitte Member Firm in Hong Kong offers audit, tax, consulting, financial 

advisory and enterprise risk services through its related entities.  

 

Jersey 

 

The Deloitte Jersey office provides audit, corporate finance and tax services. Its net 

revenue from tax services for FY14 amounted to GBP 1,135,000. 

 

 

                                                 
2 Note that the Deloitte Central Europe Member Firm, operating in 17 countries in Central Europe, from both 

inside and outside the EU, has a subsidiary that is registered in Jersey.   
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 Can you explain precisely why these services are better provided there than, 

say, in Brussels or London? 

 

The services provided in each of these jurisdictions are provided by professionals with 

specific knowledge of the relevant local laws of those jurisdictions. Providing these 

services from other locations typically would not be effective or sustainable.  

 

 

25. As a more general question, could you tell me in your judgement whether the world's 

multinational corporations would use these tax havens if you were not present there? 

Do you feel that this means you are colluding in the tax abuse that takes place there? 

 

As a first general point, multinational companies are aware of tax regimes throughout 

the globe and in our view are not making decisions based on where their tax advisors 

are located.  

 

Regarding the Deloitte network specifically, Deloitte has a presence in over 150 

countries and territories globally, including offices in Hong Kong (part of Deloitte 

China), Jersey (part of Deloitte UK) and the Cayman Islands. In all three locations, the 

audit practice is the largest activity and it carries out audits for locally-based businesses 

and the subsidiaries of banks, insurers and other multinationals. Deloitte’s work 

supports business activities and it would typically not be sustainable to provide services 

from outside the location. The presence of the Deloitte network in jurisdictions around 

the world assists our clients in meeting their global tax compliance obligations. 

 

Multinational corporations have an obligation to comply with the tax laws in the 

jurisdictions in which they operate. Deloitte professionals do not assist any clients with 

non-compliance with the law. To the extent that a particular country is of the view that 

a particular source of income is  not being taxed appropriately, be it in a so-called “tax 

haven” or indeed any jurisdiction, that country has an obligation to amend its laws to 

tax the income in a manner that it  believes is appropriate.  

 

As the questions note, defining a tax haven is not straightforward.  The two commonly 

accepted factors are a low tax rate and an unwillingness to provide information to other 

tax and government authorities.  We believe that global agreements such as the OECD’s 

Multilateral Convention on Administrative Assistance and the Global Forum on 

Transparency have transformed the position over the last decade. The three jurisdictions 

you mention have all committed to share information under these frameworks. 

 

The question of a low tax rate is surely one of the ways in which a country with limited 

resources may choose to compete for employment.  The OECD’s Forum on Harmful 

Tax Practices is considering the factors that may make tax competition harmful.  Their 

work focusses on employment as the key factor. Where a tax incentive is to support 

employment, it is agreed as not being harmful. Many larger countries have incentive 

regimes with tax rates of 10% or lower.   
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Regarding two of the jurisdictions highlighted, the Foot report prepared for HM 

Treasury looked at the role of the Crown Dependencies and the Overseas Territories 

and found that Jersey is substantially engaged in fund management and that Jersey-

based financial services invest substantially in the London financial markets.  The 

Cayman Islands invest mainly in US financial markets, no doubt influenced by their 

geographic location. 

 

Hong Kong is very much larger than Jersey and the Cayman Islands and businesses 

there engage in a very wide range of activities from financial services to construction, 

from manufacturing to retail.  It is sometimes viewed as a gateway to investment in 

mainland China and it has a wide range of professional services.  It is the home to many 

global multinationals which are investors in Europe.   
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